
  

Mrs. Trujillo’s 1st Grade
Voluntary School Supply

List
******When students purchase sturdy binders and plastic folders, they usually
last all year.  

Check
QTY

. Item
Description Use Suggested

Off     Sales and Stores starting July

 1 2-inch ring binder
clear front and back pocket for
inserts

Used daily as homework folder
(No zipper ones please) I will provide
covers to insert thrift store, 99 cent, Target, Walmart

 3

plastic pocket folders for binder,
with no slip tabs on corner
(paper ones do not last) one RED and 2 any color

labeled in class for HW binder
(No zipper ones please) Target, Walmart and Big Lots

 
1

pk. dry erase thin ones are best used for daily practice and cursive 99 cent store

 
1

pk. #2 pencils
basic yellow sharpened well and
write best (no cute toy erasers)

no mech. pencils, 3 sharpened required
daily in box Staples, Target, Walmart under $1

 
1

pk. multi- color highlighters yellow, green, pink, blue, orange used to break down reading and directions 99 cent store sells a great mini pk

 
1

pk. sheet protectors sturdy/heavy used to protect tools/ info to keep in binder
Costco/Sams sell a big box if you are
interested in donating

 1 pencil sharpener needs to have a secure closed lid keep 3 pencils sharpened Staples, Target, Walmart under $1

 1 pencil box Needs to close properly, clear box
keeping minimal tools in desk.  No toys or
tools that may distract your child Dollar store,  Target, Walmart

 1 headphones
whatever your child is
comfortable using computer time and computer tests Dollar store,  Target, Walmart

 
1

pk. sheet protectors sturdy/heavy used to protect tools/ info to keep in binder
Costco/Sams sell a big box if you are
interested in donating

 1 crayon protector box clear case for 24 count crayons It will help crayons last through the year Target, Walmart

 1 Sports water bottle (reusable)
No disposable bottles allowed in
class

This prevents spilling in class and kids
leaving to get water Staples, Target, Walmart under $1

 1 towel
any old towel with recognizable
graphic used for PE home

 1 Sports water bottle (reusable)
No disposable bottles allowed in
class

This prevents spilling in class and kids
leaving to get water Staples, Target, Walmart under $1

● PLEASE LABEL EVERYTHING WITH YOUR CHILD’S FULL NAME (INCLUDING CLOTHING)


